
Professor Brian Dunphy 
INDS 1033-40 
Value: 15%                                                                                                                          
Length: depends on medium; see assignment samples 
Due Date: 11:59pm in the appropriate FOL dropbox on Friday July 28th,  2017. Late 
submissions accepted until Monday July 31, 2017—11:59pm for 10% per day.  
 

INDS 1033 Major Project: Overview   
 
The purpose of the major project is for students to do a close analysis of a game, 
designer, or peripheral in relation to course theories and (this is important) prepare and 
defend an argument related to your choice using your own brilliant insight as well as 
secondary sources. Thus far, I’ve chosen the games, examples, and sources. Now it’s 
your turn. Did I ignore your favourite game? Did I overlook an obvious example or 
connection (usually due to time and space constraints)? Well, now it’s time for you to 
strut your stuff and fill in the gaps.    
 

Assignment Choices  
 
In the spirit of variety and creativity, you may do your major project in one of the 
following formats: a traditional essay, a visual essay, or a vlog style video. The length of 
each will vary; however, each will have the same core requirements and expectations. 
Read on:  
 
The Traditional Essay:  This assignment caters to you shy and/or less visually artistic (but 
no less intelligent) types. You know the drill: a 4-5 page essay, double-spaced in 12 point 
font, MLA format, with a concise 3-point thesis and corresponding body paragraphs 
proving your argument. You also need a bibliography with 3 credible sources. See 
individual rubric and sample assignment for guidelines. 
 
           OR 
 
The Visual Essay: Some would simply call it a presentation, but it’s not: it’s a visual 
essay, damn it. In a power point presentation you will (as above) prepare and defend an 
argument with key visuals and supporting proofs. However, I don’t want some willy-nilly 
power point. I want a specific structure. Your PP MUST include the following slides in the 
following order: Title slide, TOC slide, Intro slide, Thesis slide, additional slides proving 
your thesis points in a logical and sequential way, conclusion slide, and Works Cited and 
Images Cited slides. The visual essay caters to those with a flair for design and is NOT 
easier than the traditional essay: it still requires 3 credible sources, properly integrated 
and formatted. The required length is 20 slides NOT including your Works Cited and 
Images Cited. I repeat, NOT including these. Balance in this assignment is VERY 
important and the sample does a great job of this: only two slides are full screen 
pictures (take note of this) and its slides present a balance of font sizes, bolding, and 



colour for emphasis. It’s one slide short, mind you, but with this amount of effort the 
penalty is minor.  See individual rubric and sample assignment for guidelines.  
 
            OR 
 
The Vlog Video: Length: 5-7 minutes. This assignment caters to those of you with a flair 
for verbal wit and video editing skills. Again, while this assignment might appear to be 
the easiest of the three, it is not! Your Vlog will—like the other two assignments—
prepare and defend a 3 point argument using 3 secondary sources. You MUST also 
provide a written transcript of your entire assignment: this is to encourage planning 
and preparation. I do not want you to press rec and ramble for 5-7 mins about your 
favourite game, toss in a few “hilarious” jokes and a couple of clip art pictures of Boba 
Fett and think you’re done.   
 
No. I want intelligence, organization, preparation, wit, style, and insight! Create the 
argument, research your examples, write the script, record your audio/video, include 
your visuals, and submit. Please note, you do not need to appear in the video—it may 
be all audio with visuals. That said, if you DO wish to appear, that’s fine, but your Vlog 
shouldn’t be 5 mins of your talking head in bad lighting with a poor mic. Only do this 
project if you have the technical and personal skills (and equipment) to pull it off.  
Examples of what I’m looking for would be Vlogs in the style of Movie Bob, Errant Signal, 
and Extra Credits, but with more structure. See individual rubric and sample assignment 
for guidelines. To submit, please paste a Youtube URL in the dropbox. 
 

• Please note: the grammar/spelling rubric column applies to both the Vlog and 
the transcript portion.  

 
• Please note: the sample on Super Mario Maker is NOT ideal. This is a new 

assignment option and this is the best example I had. It’s missing research in the 
form of critical quotations--a major flaw—and it could also be better structured 
with unique textual graphics and callouts for its specific thesis points. She also 
should have used a better mic. In short, use this as a guideline only but NOT a 
template as your assignment will need to include all expectations and is explicitly 
NOT a mere review.    

 

Sample Topics and Example Theses (thesis, but plural)  
 
Argument and organization are the foundation and key to success on this assignment. 
Your assignment is NOT a mere chronological recitation of all the games in a franchise or 
a gigantic list of special moves that make Game X “amazing!” No. To give you an idea of 
what I’m looking for, consider the following example theses: 
 

• The Witcher 3’s use of narrative was innovative based on the side quests X, Y and 
Z. (or its use of X, Y and Z) 

 



• Sim City should be used to teach engineering and urban planning in college 
based on its potential to show X, Y, and Z. (or its features of X, Y and Z) 

 
• The use of violence in Mortal Kombat, while excessive, actually adds to its 

gameplay regarding X, Y, and Z. (or the opposite—the violence is unnecessary 
because of X, Y, and Z) 
 

• Guitar Hero’s importance as a peripheral cannot be overstated given its impact 
regarding X, Y and Z.  
 

• The Oculus Rift will vastly improve/ruin the video game industry because of X, Y 
and Z.  
 

You see what I mean?  Argument, Structure, Examples.  
 
 
 

How To Get Started 
 
At this point, you might be feeling a bit overwhelmed. Don’t be. Tackle this project in 
steps, and Step One is to consider a game, designer/design studio, or peripheral you 
want to discuss or know more about.  
 
Step Two is to consider why you like this topic and why it’s important to video games 
regarding its impact on players, the industry, or popular culture.  
 
Step Three is to research your topic and find sources related to your likes (or even 
dislikes). Please note: sometimes you might need to find an INDIRECT source about your 
topic. For example, while you might not find an article about “Portal and Its Story,” you 
can certainly find books and articles on “restricted narration” or “environmental 
narration” and apply this research to your topic.  
 
Step Four is to craft a concise and provable thesis that you can defend using game 
examples and one which is supported by the resources you found in step three.  
 
Step Five: Choose your format and do the project (easier said than done, I know….)  

 
  

A Note About Research 
 
 
Video game “journalism” is still an ever-changing and evolving field. Still, for the sake of 
this assignment, I ask that you use mainstream and credible sources (knowing full-well 
these are completely subjective terms).  Valid secondary sources are as follows:  
 



• Published research in books or academic journals. It’s the stuff that 99% of 
students don’t want to look at, but it’s the best type of research out there. Our 
library has journal databases teeming with stuff.  

 
• Published articles from the mainstream gaming press such as Kotaku, 

Gamasutra, Polygon, IGN, Destructoid, VGChartz, Rock-Paper-Shotgun, Games 
Radar, Gamers With Jobs, Eurogamer, The Escapist, or some such other entity. 
Of course articles from credible mainstream resources in the non-gaming press 
(ie: Forbes) are certainly welcome and encouraged as well.   

 
• Vlogs or Podcasts: I’ve already mentioned three of my favourite—Errant Signal, 

Movie Bob, and Extra Credits. I’m going to have to disqualify PewDiePie here 
from this assignment merely out of principle.  

 
While I know the internet has given the illusion that all opinions are equal, for the 
purpose of this assignment, I’m asking that you avoid informal research be it tweets, 
youtube comments, or random videos from ‘some guy with an opinion and a camera 
and 1000 followers!’ , and/or threads on bulletin board services. I’m looking for articles, 
reviews, and long forum exposés (yes, the French word) from established entities. Of 
course, when in doubt, email me your source for verification and validation.   
 

Evaluation  
 
As previously stated, please see each individual assignment rubric to see how you will be 
specifically evaluated as well as the provided student samples for a rough guideline of 
your finished project. 
 
Please know that you will have a “checkpoint” related to this major project due in Week 
10 and worth a small portion of your discretionary marks (details to follow soon). I am 
well aware some of you might chose to skip this “checkpoint” but you do so at your own 
risk—look at it this way: you’ve got to do the assignment anyway, and the checkpoint 
allows me to provide you feedback to make sure your argument and resources are 
sound (as opposed to unfocused, informal ranting).  
 


